Seraphina | 119.0285.777
The Seraphina 3-in-1 boiling water tap provides instant hot water at the touch of a button, negating the
need to wait on the kettle boiling.

Seraphina provides normal hot and cold water as well as boiling water, all from the same unit. Why waste
electricity and water boiling the kettle when you can have instant boiling water for making coﬀee, tea, or
for cooking on tap? Seraphina incorporates a water conditioning ﬁlter, ensuring your boiling water is free of
sediment and odour and any unwanted particles.

Seraphina requires the activation of a safety button to operate the boiling water function, ensuring safety
for users.

System comprises Tap, Tank and Filter Housing.

IMPORTANT
Please be aware of your water pressure before purchase. If your water pressure is too low, the installation
of a pump should be investigated. If your pressure is too high, the inclusion of a pressure reducing valve
(not supplied) in the system will be necessary. NB This tap requires a minimum operating pressure of 1.5
to 5 bar.
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Tap Details
Finish:

Chrome

Tap Type:

Boiling Water

Valve Type:

Ceramic Cartridge

Tap Operation:

Quarter-turn lever

Water Pressure:

High Pressure 1.2-1.5+ bar

Tap Dimensions
Tap Height:

362.5mm

Spout Reach:

216mm

Additional Information

Other:

100°C boiling water delivery at point of use. Can be ﬁtted with boiling
water control on left or right. Can be retro ﬁtted. Fit and forget - plug
and play. Heating tank ﬁts behind standard 150mm plinth. Single unit
incorporating hot/cold tap. Standard 35mm taphole
In addition to the tap and the ﬁlter, the Seraphina system includes a
4.7 Litre heating tank which can be situated horizontally behind a
standard 150mm plinth. This unique feature frees up the cabinet
space underneath the sink for a very practical solution. TANK SIZE:
W550 x D211 x H142mm
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